Aliancia Fair-play
Wasting of millions – without any accountability

Sanctions imposed to employees of five ministries, related to SAO findings from 2009-2011.

Wasting of five ministries, identified and quantified by Supreme Audit Office (SAO) in the years 2009-2011.

0 €

SANCTIONS

28 120 371,37 €

WASTING
Quantified wasting in ministries during 2009-2011

18 604 800,00 €*
Ministry of Interior

9 405 076,02 €
Ministry of Defense

13 303,70 €
Ministry of Labour, Social Affairs and Family

91 791,65 €
Ministry of Foreign and European Affairs

5400 €
Ministry of Health

* includes interest, principal amount and court costs of lawsuit lost by ministry

Wasting identified and quantified by SAO during 2009-2011
Examples of identified wasting

89 420,40 €
Ministry of Defense
Ministry bought practice military material. It was left in stock, while the warranty period was running.

42 551 €
Ministry of Foreign and European Affairs
Ministry paid for service lasting for 40 days. Actual service provided was done in 6 days.

18 604 800 €
Ministry of Interior
Lost lawsuit from 1999. Original amount rose from 8 to 18 million €.

16 596 €
Ministry of Defense
Paid for project documentation for boiler room reconstruction. The boiler room has never been fixed.

12 600 €
Ministry of Labour, Social Affairs and Family
Ministry ordered analyses of social enterprises, even though they could write the analyses by themselves.

5 400 €
Ministry of Health
Ministry ordered external company for services that should have been done by employees of the ministry.

Wasting of five ministries identified and quantified by SAO during 2009-2011
Ministerial statements

Ministry of Defense

“Based on the results of the Supreme Audit Office control at the Ministry of Defense of the Slovak Republic during 2009, 2010 and 2011, we did not implement any sanctions toward our employees.”

Ministry of Foreign and European Affairs

“Sanctions towards ministerial employees during 2009-2011 were not implemented, because SAO findings were not sufficient for sanctioning of employees. Instead, ministry implemented actions dedicated to removal of failures identified by particular controls. They were implemented in required term and scale.”

Ministry of Labour, Social Affairs and Family

“We did not implement any sanctions (or requirements for compensation) toward our employees based on the SAO findings, during years 2009-2011.”

Ministry of Interior

“Department of Legal Services of Legislation and External Relations Section within Ministry of Interior of the Slovak Republic did not reclaimed any compensations from its employees related to the SAO controls during 2009-2011.”

Ministry of Health

“Based on the SAO findings, we did not implement any sanctions toward employees of Ministry of Health during years 2009-2011.”
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FOND PRE TRANSPARENÉ SLOVENSKO V NADÁCII PONTIS